Journal Entry OneVerse
“
God does not play dice with the universe.”
―
Albert Einstein
,
The BornEinstein Letters 191655

The seeds of the tree are used for dice.

Time begins to evolved from a cyclic cycle of reoccurrence in the lifetime of a seed. The seed begins
as a simple embryo, but evolves upwards to the heights and downwards to the roots. These
dendrite/axiom relations to what we involute and evolute is a simple suggestion that inner is reaching
up in an outward descent while outer is actually reaching down into hell. Is not but the objective
“outer” reality but an experience of Hell? The only seed of self is the root of the beginning.

Time.

That is all we have. Some of us don't have very much.

It seems relative that the patterns associate with the Dice, could be “reduced” to simple geometric
principles upon the “seed”; thus each “throw” or “suggestions” could induce a pattern or tendency to
want to develop a new sense of Heroism. This expansive sense of greed, a fire (soul) of desire burns
like Indra throughout the Being willing to be a Blue Fire. So as the Candle allows for each flickering
appearance, it could show that in all actually, this is a Metaphor for an Apocalypse of Self. (A
resignation of conscious conclusion that one remains in “control” of life (according to regulated
norms)).

“7 Dice, verily, are armed with goads and drivinghooks, deceiving and tormenting, causing grievous
woe. “

By playing God, we are creating the destruction of our Essence, we develop our “tactics” and strategies
to overlap patterns and tendencies to stimulate growth...What does Growth lead to? Death. So by
always trying to develop a pattern and manipulate “time” to suggest that a “dice” can't create a pattern

is a development of simple mathematics. The lower the state, the more energy, hence more patterns can
develop from the Shaman's vision. The Higher the state, the less energy so it is harder to use the Chi.

In essence, the lower amount of “dice” there are, the easier it is to predict the pattern. So the framework
of time is a development of a pattern that allows the user to see into the reality and manipulate the
coefficients of the Ether to allow him the right to see and bend with sight.

“13 Play not with dice: no, cultivate thy cornland. Enjoy the gain, and deem that wealth sufficient. “
Corn still grows in the Dark.
Vegetable seeds need to be taught that there are two sides
to life.
To end the conclusion.

“As of a costly
horse
grown old and feeble, I find not any profit of the gamester. “

All Reality should be based upon Freedom. The Horse gives us the Right to see through lens of money,
the root of all evil.

Freedom means that you are not attached to a certain persona including the masculine and feminine
energies.

A horse is a emotional stability and coherence of the heart were the being is able to stabilize his
procedure and
Εὐκλείδης
his actions in proper adherence to the Law. The Law being, Be Pure, Be
Honest. Tricky business this thing called Honesty.

What is the (ill)usion?

Maya spells weavers like fabrics charms existence. The illusion has truth and untruth.

“To recognize untruth as a condition of lifethat certainly means resisting accustomed value feelings
in a dangerous way; and a philosophy that risks this would by that token alone place itself beyond good
and evil.”
―
Friedrich Nietzsche
,
Beyond Good and Evil

An illusion is beyond good and evil; beyond the abyss, staring at you in the face. It is a haunting
nightmare of the time you wished but did not keep, but the time you rolled and gambled your ambitions
away, not following the path you know was “good”. There of four states of karma, goodgood,
goodbad, badgood and badbad. Is your goodhood intention leading you to Godhood; or beyond
Nirvana?

A spell is a dream upon a land that is asleep. Yet the dream of life is confirmed by
dreaming life. The illusion the mind plays on a complex circuit alternating and directing
through a collective empathy: towards a higher collective integrity. Yet each of these
integrities, balances the passion, always for the case of freedom to be essential. Freedom, in this
aspect; the middleway, is a miracle in the linear fashion. As you exist without existing, but
focus without focusing, you release the sensation and just flow into the colours as a flower. As
the Lila always gives nectar to those who wait, so does the value of patience play a key role in
life’s court of justice. Yet, each law of intent allows the subject to modify the will of self by the
congruent case of self. The self creates a wisdom for the human to develop into an awareness
that creates an “One”, a subject/object lens that merges the Rayon into all pathways of life (Two
becomes One, reverse Mitosis
(http://sciencenetlinks.com/sciencenews/scienceupdates/cellsinrevers
e/
)).
The state of Godhood is thus a state of the abyss. When in nothingness, the forming and
reforming of essential geometric shapes creates “Order” into a state of awareness. This
allowance of Shakti provides a Prajna for the user to develop an awareness of power. This
power is a state of magical affairs between this and that brings freedom to those who condition
themselves into a state of awareness. By allowing freedom and essential positive natural
outlooks, the gambling sense of life is thrown away and existence is a choice “to be”. This
nature of communication with the root of who you are allows the existence of the monad to
develop into a unio mystica were the assemblage of beings gathers around a gravitational force
“”(
Maharishi Effect (The Maharishi Effect is a phase transition to a more orderly and
harmonious state of life in society as measured by decreased crime, violence, accidents, and
illness, and improvements in economic conditions and other sociological indicators. The
scientists who discovered this effect named it in honour of 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
, who
predicted it thirty years ago. Maharishi had predicted that when a critical subpopulation of
individuals  1%  experienced and stimulated the field of pure consciousness through the
Transcendental Meditation
Programme, a type of macroscopic field effect of coherence would
occur in the society and the quality of life would improve. This would manifest in more orderly
and harmonious individual behaviour and a measurable improvement in the various social
indices which characterise the quality of life in society.)””
http://www.dubrovnikpeaceproject.org/sci/maharishi_effect.htm

The centrifugal allowance of this state, combines with the dream of the illusion and subjects
the relationship of hell and heaven in one existence. This duality is knowing both good and bad, and
that is what we are taught to know. That is beyond good and evil. Knowing is the deknowing
dissolution of all archetypes into a state of nothingness into which the reinforcement of dark matter,
(shakti/order) bringing coherence to all states of “mind/body/soul” complex, and soul’s are evidence
supported in all researched area’s of subjective lenses.

http://www.spiritscienceandmetaphysics.com/scientistsclaimthatquantumtheoryprovesconsciousne
ssmovestoanotheruniverseatdeath/
http://www.space.com/27218cosmicraysrevealmoreaboutdarkmatter.html

Metempsychosis is a state of a subjective hell/heaven awareness that allows the illusion to play various
games with the continuity of conditioning. The truth lies in the experience, not in the imagination. Yet
the imagination is a good tool to reinforce the collective to different suggestions of how nature should
evolve, but as we know, thoughts are installments and could be easy prey, and as images in action can
be voiced in quiet solitude, the knowing of all truths reveals itself into a single awareness.

To be, or not to be, that is the question—
Whether 'tis Nobler in the mind to suffer
The Slings and Arrows of outrageous Fortune,
Or to take Arms against a Sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them? To die, to sleep—
No more; and by a sleep, to say we end
The Heartache, and the thousand Natural shocks
That Flesh is heir to? 'Tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished. To die, to sleep,
To sleep, perchance to Dream; Aye, there's the rub,
For in that sleep of death, what dreams may come,
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause. There's the respect
That makes Calamity of so long life:
For who would bear the Whips and Scorns of time,
The Oppressor's wrong, the 
proud
man's Contumely,

The pangs of 
despised
Love, the Law’s delay,
●

Act III, Scene i, so called from Prince Hamlet's admonitions of "Get thee to a nunnery" to his
former lover Ophelia.

Brahman is full of all perfections. And to say that Brahman has some purpose in creating the world will
mean that it wants to attain through the process of creation something which it has not. And that is
impossible. Hence, there can be no purpose of Brahman in creating the world. The world is a mere
spontaneous creation of Brahman. It is a Lila, or sport, of Brahman. It is created out of Bliss, by Bliss
and fort Bliss. Lila indicates a spontaneous sportive activity of Brahman as distinguished from a
selfconscious volitional effort. The concept of Lila signifies freedom as distinguished from necessity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldsJ0laYn6s

BSc

The Medical  (ull) (hit).

When at last we are sure, You've been properly pilled,
Then a few paper forms, Must be properly filled. So that
you and your heirs, May be properly billed.
Dr. Seuss

Time, like gambling, has a cyclic nature that evolution through natural recurrent/selection. The
process is like the metaphor “the strongest survive”, yet the more honest solution is “the man with the
most money wins” or “the house always wins”. In this essence, we can see that those who are under
the pressure of daily living, growing in conditions of trauma, existential uncertainty, and even cases of
psychosis, can develop an awareness of nothingness that allows for a mental clearance of the mind
and opens the pathways to easier ‘altruistic” folding. The plasticity of a brain is just like the ripples on a
lake, the more ripples, the greater the force, so by less thoughts, or “stones” or “stonings”, the
individual can access the emotions that are being bypassed by the mind. By reinforcing a state of time

to the individual, allowing selfdiscipline in awareness, the subject can see through the lensperception
of what is, and what is not; as to say, what is; is right.
The Medical System has a great Positive/Negative symptoms that can define behaviours and
not Words. The installments of possessions or even “psychosis” or “detachment” or “mania” or
“anxiety” are all of the system. Before, did the Shamans think to call it the mind? No. They used
means of supporting the process of realization to the individual and allowed for the fabrication of what
is to support the process. Yet, if the possession was unnatural, means of medicine or even
witchdoctors were used to summon and sacrifice the individual for the commongood. How could the
scales outweigh the injustice of the state?
The science has elaborated that different symptoms and degrees of pressures are placed upon
the individual, sacrificing the self for what is thought, but not what is known. To Western Medical
Model, it supports the hypothesis the Freudian psychoanalysis, The American Dream and Capitalism
is a great system. Yet, how is a Model of Human behaviours based upon a man who used more
cocaine than could kill a horse?
The most logical and sound Medical Model we could adopt would be Jungian. The Jungian
allows one to see the Archetypal patterns but also develop through own awareness through the
procession of the primordial essence (Aether) which allows for unlimited geometrical designs. The
designs are conditions of maya that are placed upon the individual to recognize the distortion of the
Ego in the situation that is arising. The Ego or SelfClaimedPossession recognizes that the elements
of distraction are present, but the mind is always trying to spin the split into all directions.
The symptoms defined by the DSM5 are congruent to the cases of possession, but some
possessions are of Light and some of are Dark. Darkness needs light always but Light needs only
Light. As to say, unnatural cases of darkness support a hypothesis that the procedure is unnatural so
unnatural means must be taken. Assay, the hypothesis I am concluding here is that some “chemicals”
of “unnatural” kinds are temporary replacements for distortions of what is. Yet, they can only be used
as LIMITED means in which to control and sedate until commonneutrality is reached.
The use of chemicals to control the awareness allows the slowing of thoughts and a common
reduction of transmission; as the mind is a receiver, the transmission incoming is relative to the chaos
of the produced state and could be put into a logical state. The transmission is much like the
“neurotransmitters”, the collection of good(dopamine) or bad(?) thoughts can allow different states to
come and allowances of dissonance reflections of what is. The pathways are connecting and
reforming as a earthquake would shake the ground. The mind is in an unstable place, so the setting
could disrupt the current coming from Source. Yet, the SourceSystems develops as awareness, and
projects itself into itself. So by facing the demon of self, which in case is the possession of the
“introvertedpsychicbeing” the temptation to evaluate all conditions of life and promote the Truth of
what is is like risking the freedom of a wild horse. The horse runs through the valleys, mountains, and
trogges free amongst the dew, but once man tames him, he has lost his ability to be free. Does the
Horse work for the man or does the man work for the Horse?

Dark Dance By Daniel R
dancing alone, the dark rhythm of death

a stress is placed upon the flowing energy
flowing in and out of what is left
is this certain doom or majesty?

energy is not found when searching
for found has already been searched
deep down within death is a lurking
death of life, life to be conversed

conversed through a balance of the two step tune
or a single step of freedom

the shadowing plague altering the balance

Daniel R  Definition of Split : Not being able to be who you are.

October 6, 2014

Meducation  using pills to numb out suffering in the process of labelling individuals; monopolizing
capitalism to an extreme suffering of a “cattlesyndrome” mentality: (follow the herd).

“Dopamine” is a “socalled” feel good drug. Has anyone on “Dopamine” every felt good about being on
“Dopamine”? The Brian is a transmission source of Thought, focusing the Mind into logic and a
foundational Reality formed through the existence of patterns. Patterns are produced collectively, just
like the gambling of a dice, yet freedom is always a “manned” experience.

The condition of survival of the fittest, a “Darwingrabbag” extreme, combines the rationality the
geographical location is an indication of locality. Thus, the geometric forms (conditioned clay) humans
allow the society to reason that the pattern of success, a dream of success, and a result of success is
all Good. Yet anyone who can see, fundamentally see’s that the boom and bust cycle continues
throughout time. Success leads to failure, failure leads to success. This is a Jungian Libido effect; also
in accordance with physics because every negative follows a positive and every positive follows a
negative. In essence, disorder creates Order (Harmony, Peace) and Disorder (Chaos) promotes the

dissolution of what is. To form a collective thought before into Harmony, one must see what is Truly
Good.

God does not play dice, nor did Adam name the animals in such a way to harm them. Man is an
animal, and we are prey to yourself. We can see that animals were in a state of now before the Human
and even formulating that the Plants are respected even by the animals,  what herbivore eats more
than his healthy diet?

To eat, to get fat, to get fat, to get sad, to get sad, to get depressed, to get depressed, you eat.
Gluttony loves more food and so does capitalism. Yet, the secret of Nimh is some rats can unlock their
mind in ways within; being Reborn as Nicodemus would postulate; Within is Heaven; Order, without is
Chaos; A man Reborn into Order while only insure Chaos around him. The rate of Order is
proportional to the rate of Disorder. So, the more one is in suffering, or in the mind, the more chaotic
the suffering will be. Allowing the suffering to act upon hunger, this hunger is for bread, yet truly the
beggar knows the True value of Hunger.
Drugs condition the Mind to Survive. To survive is to succeed. And to succeed is to be hungry with
desire. The more conditioned the form is with desire, the more intense the suffering as the fire always
burns. To condition this, one must chop wood and carry water; flowing like a placid lake upon the
memory of what was, but also using the memory to flame and excite the emotional response of the
suffering. To suffer is noble; and perchance, suffering the slings and arrows of misfortune is like a
bandit whose tricks of the trade only lose.
Yet the loser always wins, the man with the least money always feels like when he has it he has the
most.
“Dopamine” triggers a response in rats to want more food, hence produce a higher state of survival.
Thus, the state of reproduction is instilled and more food thus is produced. How can a simple family
keep calm with food when the suffering is so intense? Give them some pills.
The suffering in todays society is not dealt with, it is hidden behind closed doors like an Elephant
dancing in a parade. One can just see the nuisance of what is, and the suffering creates an explosion
of vulnerability to those around them, yet those conditioned by the necessity of desire without, cannot
face the feelings of those who are within. Thus, the Order of those within, the placidity of a lost siddhi,
finds chaos around themselves and thus are conditioned to survive. When in survival mode, the mode
to survive is hunger and the thirst for blood is extreme. The repressed tension within explodes without
like a supernova, creating a disturbance of what is in the being and recollection for what was. This is a
flaw in plants, for men who die are but dust in the wind. Yet the dust contains the fragments of what
was, what was is able to recollect itself through different mediums to the human psyche. Thus, to be
vulnerable to self is seen to be an addiction. Yet those who can moderate the states within and without
are not addicted. (WET) let’s us see that the trauma can condition the use of any substance and
condition the being into the modality. One is for hunger, one is for Self.
To connect to oneSelf it is to simply be a mirror, reflect like a lake the steady gaze of light and pierce
the soul with a effect of illumination.
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A Road Less Travelled

The light trail shone upon a fray of bricks. Constructed was ample distinction between the days
of old, twas a thought pondered before a simple walk. A gesture of pain, a tolerance of each opinion,
an oppression of what thought is right, when an example of suchness, comes through like a dance of
time, a single wave that sources and currents along the roads of time.
The libraries contained herein, of that of what once shone to my mind, but time before time is
also blind like mankind.
A gesture, a simple nook, a common mistake, a path of the noose. A common curse of death
upon a man, but the sight of the land is like a greed of each rope. Tethering the individual to the
sphere’s of hell, seven realms caught within oneself. Fear (Wrath in Fear), lust, envy, sloth, greed,
pride and gluttony. Each sphere of the deadly sins is like a tale unto each man. Each test, like a martyr
in Rome, pursuing the name of Light in hope of a brighter future. Giving to Caesar what was Caesar's
but to God what was God. Brighter is the day in hope;  less fog.
Given roads of merry silver tides, to coastal reaches of silken webbed holds; were constructed
by the mirage of a Truth, an illusion that swiftly defies the mirror of what is. The currents are strong
against the tales of before, yet many roads one takes to get back to the same door. Many turns, many
bricks, many hardships, many whips, even cruxes and crowns of despair, as a spear would piece like
an Impeller blood. Yet even the dragons that spilled blood on every road, turning forked tongues for
men to turn savage on eachother. When common ground states that we are developed from Earth’s
Mother. A planet to set in motion, a road less travelled, a way of mistake, yet redemption to each city.
The cities allowed for the Sources to developed into a Coacting bond between the ambient forces
between the symbiosis of life. The currents allowed each thought and Word to travel quicker between
cities and developed the system of communication between humans. The sequence of events that led
to the bricks laying the foundation for the rocks of time, allowed for the seeds to be sown along the
paths of men. Each note, each word, each emotion, each relationship developed into another platform
above the stage. Each play continued through the World, but even The Globe was not enough for the
Fire’s of time. As straw huts will always burn. Bricks must keep foundations strong and allow for the
temples of time to keep powers of Right in Check and Balances. These places of establishment set in
time a phase for men to see what was, what is, and rebuild what was lost. Yet greed, allowed men to
see the mistake of what was. They followed the mineral thought that to rebuild a house, one must use
materials. But this is a common mistake, for even a sacred iron is not as sacred as a sacred gold. Yet
the fold allowed men to see that gold could be harvested as a prime source of income, this income
would support the trade of government reign and produce a scare tactic to develop a stronger reliance
on greed. Greed allowed fear to become present, and by using greed to develop a collective
community, the process of conditioning could begin. Power corrupts, so by giving people a hope for

more, the allowance of greed set in motion that those with the power to support the motivation of
greed, that the fear of losing all would continue the American Dream and henceforth shine to
individuals to envy the possessions of others. This envy, was like a lust for another man’s wife, yet
even more posed by worshipping a material item that will perish like a moth. How can a rich man get
to Heaven? Even the camel doesn’t know… A beggar can’t choose how to live, but a beggar is always
wiser than a King, for a beggar can see the True hunger from a Loaf of Bread. The ambrosia of sweet
taste delights the hunger of the beggar who wishes a’far.
Yet the dream of life is a dream of the illusion. The roads are forked, you can always split, and
you can take any direction indifferent. But each path you choose, a choice will follow, will you live you
life in sugar, or be a hollow?

